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***2017 National Reserve Critics Circle Award Finalist for Nonfiction***"Also American than Corn
Flakes?" —Markel offers us the life span and moments of the Kellogg brothers of Fight Creek: Dr.Markel
displays precisely how compelling the health background can be”The Whites groomed the young John
Kellogg for a central role in the Seventh-day Adventist Church and sent him to America’health
reform.Absorbing, vivid”like ascent in to the pantheon of American industrialists, we start to see the huge
changes in American interpersonal mores that took shape in diet, health, medicine, philanthropy, and
food manufacturing during seven decades—Sherwin Nuland, THE BRAND NEW York Times Publication
Review, front page)—the story of America’s empire builders: John and can Kellogg.and America’ s most
beloved physicians; a best-selling author, lecturer, and health-magazine publisher; founder of the Fight
Creek Sanitarium; John Harvey Kellogg and his world-famous Battle Creek Sanitarium infirmary, spa, and
grand hotel attracted hundreds actively pursuing health and well-becoming. His youngest brother, Will,
was the founder of the Fight Creek Toasted Corn Flake Business, which revolutionized the mass creation
of food and what we consume for breakfast. In The Kelloggs, Howard Markel tells the sweeping saga of
these two extraordinary men, whose lifelong competition and enmity toward one another changed
America’, and George Bernard Shaw. The Kelloggs were of Puritan stock, a family that came to the
shores of New England in the mid-seventeenth century, that became one of the primary in the county, and
then renounced everything for the religious calling of Ellen Harmon White, a self-proclaimed prophetess,
and James White, whose new Seventh-day Adventist theology was predicated on Christian principles and
sound body, mind, and hygiene rules— The brothers Kellogg experimented on malt, wheat, and corn meal,
and, trying out unique ovens and toasting devices, developed a ready-to-eat, easily digested cereal they
called Corn Flakes.Andrea Barrett) and author of An Anatomy of Addiction (“”John Harvey Kellogg was
one of America’— Among the guests: Mary Todd Lincoln, Amelia Earhart, Booker T. Kellogg’  
Washington, Johnny Weissmuller, Dale Carnegie, Sojourner Truth, Henry Ford, John D.the great
American evil” interesting, Magnificent Ambersons– Bing CrosbyFrom the much admired medical
historian (“ and patron saint of the quest for wellness.s finest Medical College.s number one malady:
indigestion (Walt Whitman described it as “ Rockefeller, Jr.s notion of health and wellness from the mid-
nineteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, and who helped switch the span of American medicine,
nutrition, wellness, and diet plan. And the presidents he recommended: Taft, Harding, Hoover, and
Roosevelt, with initial lady Eleanor.Ellen called it “s main medical focus—As Markel chronicles the
Kelloggs’).—changing the lives of millions and helping to shape our industrial age group.
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Are you from Battle Creek? READ THIS Reserve. The fact that the writer can be an MD helped him to
pass on a lot of vital information and statics about lifestyle in the late 1800's and early 1900's. Interesting
historical perspective on the history of Adventist Also the human being quality of Christians Liked the
entire book.. etc.. It gives a great background on the birth of the celeral giants and their different methods
to producing well considered products and healthy sufferers. Your appreciation for the town will increase
dramatically. I think we often forget how much history one building can take - and wow, will the former
Sanitarium hold a whole lot of background! And in the event you wonder - much of . A riveting tale of
two similarly innovative yet concurrently bazaar brothers. Excellent book Great summary of the dispute
between the brothers and of the significant contributions both designed to health in the us. He certainly
seemed destined to be the legend. I'm actually unfortunate that there is not more! but everything that
surrounds it creates it so much more amazing. The publication can be an incredibly easy read;..
Fascinating book. That is a background of the modern world in all its facets. John Harvey Kellogg, who
acquired a deeply entrenched drive to succeed (and often did), along with a stellar ego and dependence
on awe that produced his patients adore him but oftentimes made a chasm between him and his family.
With cameos by plenty of famous people from the globe of politics, entertainment, and industry. The
story of the two brothers is remarkable simply by itself, but everything that surrounds it makes it so much
more amazing.This was among the best books I've read in 2017, and I highly recommend it to others.The
"worried well" clearly aren't a recent invention! Who knew? A very intriguing story. Both Kellogg
brothers had food businesses and claimed Kellogg's and, interestingly more than enough, Will Keith's
signature on packaging as their own trademarks. The older brother was in some ways ahead of his time in
terms of nourishment. I cannot stress more than enough how much I completely enjoyed this book.. The
seeds of what we take for granted today seem nearly prehistoric, but nonetheless fascinating nonetheless.
Great history Great book why we eat cereal this is a good and readable book Lively and engaging page
turner Wonderfully researched account of the price of genius, and a very interesting look at mid century
America. I was sucked in from web page one. It is a hard reserve to put down. Interesting book. After that
my admiration for his or her extraordinary contributions was abruptly reversed by their stubborn, really
off-the-wall detestable personality quirks. A page turner, lively and engaging. just because he considered
himself more advanced than most others but especially to Will Keith "The Kelloggs" isn't a quick read,
but it's a very enjoyable, entertaining one, specifically for those interested in the history of medicine,
religion, food, turn-of-the-last-century United States, and/or business.Early on, the book's primary focus is
Dr. It handles the invention of health and wellness, of fast food (and why that was a noticable difference,
even health-wise), with modern business methods therefore a lot more."The Kelloggs" gradually shifts
from Dr. Kellogg to his younger brother Will Keith Kellogg, who also longed for achievement and wealth
but his aspirations were continually demeaned by John Harvey, whom Will Keith proved helpful for (and
was awfully underpaid while getting denied employment perks such as vacation time) for many years.
Will Keith -- literally, in court.The book then presents John Harvey vs. The sibling rivalry fueled the
younger Kellogg' s achievement. They worked hard to produce a life farming and finding ways to make
money in any manner they could. Understanding this, John Harvey repeatedly made himself a pain in Will
Keith's throat, just because he considered himself superior to most others but especially to Will Keith.I've
known of these two Kellogg brothers stormy, icy relationship for a long time, but "The Kelloggs"
produced me fully alert to the brothers' dynamic and sibling rivalry (way more on John Harvey's part --
Will Keith mainly wanted John Harvey to leave him and his organization alone).And in case you wonder -
much of what you found in the film "the street to wellness" returns in the book (including the where the
title comes from) and you'll find out whether some of that really happened and if the film or the truth is
more remarkable. Howard comes with an amazing tone and framework to his composing. The brothers
near life long fight was fascinating to learn about. Sibling rivalry at it's finest! In a single reading I came



across myself fascinated by each one's contribution to American existence in the late-19th early-20th
Century. But there exists a whole lot even more to this story than simply cereal. Talk about sibling rivalry
and entrepreneurship. pretty tedious and repetitive of the abuse of the older brother . understanding what
different structures used to become, what certain areas were used for;. fairly tedious and repetitive of the
abuse of the older brother to younger brother..I found it interesting to compare the medicine and
marketing of the past to your current digital age. I found it a fascinating read. Interesting history Well
written that carries the biography and interesting history.interesting even though that the younger brother
prevails to lead what we now know because Kelloggs of Battle Creek and lots of brand name cereals. I
will never again visit a container of Kellogg's cereal without recognizing the embattled history in back of
it! The writer has done a significant job keeping me engrossed and completing some large gaps in my
understanding of Americana during this period of time. It has been so very much fun being able to shop
around connect the spots of history; Many of the information about doctors generally during this time
period helped me to understand the importance of what John Kellogg achieved. If you're from Battle
Creek, or live right now there now, give this reserve a read. Great American History I eat a whole lot of
cereal and We read a whole lot of history so this book that addresses both topics caught my vision. I
reside in Chicago, not too much from Fight Creek, Michigan, and after scanning this book, visiting Fight
Creek is now on my set of places to visit soon. The author did a wonderful work of weaving the story of
both brothers collectively in a manner that designed for enjoyable reading. Just what a terrific publication.
I find it interesting that all of the inventors of the cereal we eat today all cooked up their receipes and
discoveries within a couple of years of every other. I live less than 100 kilometers from Battle Creek and
experienced no idea all this went on over there. This is a tale of two brothers who were born to early
Michigan settlers looking for a new lease of life and opportuntities. The case lasted for a decade, during
which period John Harvey, self-claimed as the world's most famous physician, was incredibly envious of
the millions of dollars his younger brother's company was earning annually while his own meals business
sputtered along. Out of that union and toil arrived two brothers who transformed American and the
World fpr the better. I grew up in Battle Creek and actually work in the old Sanitarium Building. The
Doctor and the Business Man This book is an excellent nonfiction. That is an ok book, it really is
swimming with . Walking the same halls as the Kellogg brothers, Amelia Earhart, Henry Ford - things
which can be taken for granted if you don't immerse yourself in the amazing and multi-colored history of
the building and the town.. That is an ok book, it really is swimming with details that I don't think were
necessary. It was interesting however, not necessarily and enjoyable read.
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